This review investigates how laminar fMRI can complement insights into brain function derived 10 from the study of rhythmic neuronal synchronization. Neuronal synchronization in various 11 frequency bands plays an important role in neuronal communication between brain areas, and 12 it does so on the backbone of layer-specific interareal anatomical projections. Feedforward 13 projections originate predominantly in supragranular cortical layers and terminate in layer 4, 14 and this pattern is reflected in inter-laminar and interareal directed gamma-band influences. 15 Thus, gamma-band synchronization likely subserves feedforward signaling. By contrast, 16 anatomical feedback projections originate predominantly in infragranular layers and terminate 17 outside layer 4, and this pattern is reflected in inter-laminar and interareal directed alpha-18 and/or beta-band influences. Thus, alpha-beta band synchronization likely subserves feedback 19 signaling. Furthermore, these rhythms explain part of the BOLD signal, with independent 20 contributions of alpha-beta and gamma. These findings suggest that laminar fMRI can provide 21 us with a potentially useful method to test some of the predictions derived from the study of 22 neuronal synchronization. We review central findings regarding the role of layer-specific 23 neuronal synchronization for brain function, and regarding the link between neuronal 24 synchronization and the BOLD signal. We discuss the role that laminar fMRI could play by 25 comparing it to invasive and non-invasive electrophysiological recordings. Compared to direct 26 electrophysiological recordings, this method provides a metric of neuronal activity that is slow 27 and indirect, but that is uniquely non-invasive and layer-specific with potentially whole brain 28 coverage. 29 
Introduction

30
Electrophysiological and hemodynamic measures are the two most prominent tools to study brain 31 function non-invasively in humans. The two methodological approaches are thought to provide largely 32 complementary information on how the brain functions. EEG and MEG recordings provide a direct 33 measure of neuronal responses with millisecond resolution, but have a relatively poor spatial resolution 34 M A N U S C R I P T A C C E P T E D ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT 2 Scheeringa and Fries, Cortical layers, rhythms and BOLD signals and primarily reflect synchronized post-synaptic potentials in the apical dendrites of pyramidal neurons. 35 FMRI on the other hand can inform us about where in the brain changes in neuronal activity occur with 36 millimeter-level precision, while covering the entire brain or a large part of the brain. Hemodynamics-37 based techniques like fMRI however only provide an indirect measure of neuronal activity with a 38 temporal resolution on the order of seconds. 39
Over approximately the past decade, invasive electrophysiological recordings in animals have 40 demonstrated that neuronal rhythms in different characteristic frequency bands occur in patterns that 41 are specific to cortical layers (Bollimunta et frequency bands has been found to be correlated with the strength of the BOLD signal, both in 49 anesthetized cat and macaque (Logothetis et al., 2001; Niessing et al., 2005) and in awake human 50 subjects (Scheeringa et al., 2011a) . 51
The aim of this review is to illustrate how laminar fMRI can complement investigations of the role of 52 neuronal rhythms in brain function. For this purpose, we have divided the review into three sections. In 53 the first section, we will discuss several theories on the role of neuronal rhythms in brain function. In 54 this section, we will focus on alpha-, beta-and gamma-band rhythms and their role in neuronal 55 communication, which is closely linked to cortical layers and their anatomical projections. In the second 56 section, we will discuss how these separate frequency bands relate to the BOLD signal, based on both 57
animal and human studies. Finally, in the third section, we will elaborate on how this link between 58 neuronal rhythms and laminar fMRI might complement our understanding of the role of neuronal 59 rhythms in neuronal communication. (Pfurtscheller et al., 1996) or the recent proposal that it reflects a default rhythm 73 that prevents effective communication (Fries, 2015) . Alpha rhythms within a given cortical area are 74 reduced by appropriate sensory stimulation or by directing attention to the appropriate part of sensory 75 input space, e.g. by attending to the contralateral visual hemifield (Fries et TMS-induced phosphenes (Romei et al., 2008) and prevents the incorporation of predictable distracting 81 stimuli into working memory . Pre-stimulus alpha phase modulates the 82 evoked BOLD response to short visual stimuli (Scheeringa et al., 2011b) . Alpha power also modulates the 83 flow of task relevant and irrelevant activation from lower to higher order brain regions (Zumer et al., 84 2014) . 85
The notion that alpha and beta rhythms (in the following addressed as alpha-beta rhythms, while 86 acknowledging that they are separate rhythms) play an important role in the top-down control of the 87 flow of information between brain regions implies a laminar specificity of this process. The finding that gamma-band synchronization reflects a general cortical mechanism, that it exhibits 124 specificity to stimulus features, and that it is modulated by selective attention, have been integrated in 125
the Communication-through-Coherence (CTC) hypothesis (Fries, 2005 (Fries, , 2015 . The CTC hypothesis 126
proposes that synchronization affects communication between neuronal groups. Central to this 127 mechanism is that the gamma cycle reflects the alternation of periods with strong inhibition, during 128
which neurons are less receptive to synaptic inputs, with short periods with weak inhibition, during 129 which neurons respond stronger to inputs (Ni et al., 2016) . For effective communication between brain 130 regions, these time periods need to be aligned such that synaptic inputs consistently arrive during 2012). While these two stimuli activated separate neuronal groups in V1, they activated partially 140 overlapping groups of neurons in V4. These V4 neurons showed gamma-band synchronization primarily 141
with the V1 neurons activated by the attended stimulus. When selective attention switched from one 142 stimulus to the other, so did the interareal gamma-band coherence. Analyses of directed influences 143
using Granger Causality revealed that gamma band synchronization between V1 and V4 was primarily 144 feedforward directed. This observation indicated that communication through coherence might not 145 operate in the gamma-frequency band for all directions of communication between brain regions ( Fig macaque V1 is electrically stimulated, this elicits gamma-band activity in V4, through feedforward 156 influences from V1 to V4. By contrast, when the same electrical stimulation is applied to area V4, this 157
does not elicit gamma-band activity in V1; rather, it enhances alpha-band activity, if the respective V1 158 region is at the same time visually stimulated with a background pattern. The same study employed 159 laminar recordings in macaque V1 and found that gamma-and alpha-band activity propagate differently 160 across the layers: While gamma-band activity propagates from layer 4 to both supra-and infragranular 161 layers, alpha-band activity propagates in the opposite direction, from supra-and infragranular layers to 162 layer 4. As mentioned before, feedforward inputs arrive primarily in layer 4, whereas feedback inputs 163 arrive primarily in layers 1 and 6. Thus, the inter-laminar propagation patterns found for gamma and 164
alpha are consistent with their predominant roles in feedforward and feedback processing, respectively. feedback projections correlated with the relative strength of feedforward and feedback influences in the 177 three frequency bands. Interestingly, this study also revealed that the functional hierarchy 178 reconstructed from ECoG data can change dynamically, e.g. with visual stimulus onset and task 179 engagement. This indicates that although the hierarchical relation between brain regions is affected by 180 anatomical connections, the actual neuronal interactions reflected in frequency-wise directed influences 181 allow for the flexibility that is necessary for changing task demands. While this original demonstration of 182 a Granger-causality based functional hierarchy was based on monkey ECoG data, a subsequent study by 183
Michalareas et al. (Michalareas et al., 2016) , replicated and extended this to source-level MEG recorded 184 in humans. 185
Together, the studies discussed in this section clearly demonstrate that different cortical layers are 186 associated with different roles in neuronal communication for alpha-beta and gamma band 187 synchronization. In recent theories of cortical function, these notions have been included. In an updated 188 version of the Communication-through-Coherence hypothesis (Fries, 2015) , gamma-band 189 synchronization between brain regions reflects the feedforward stimulus-driven entrainment of 190 postsynaptic neurons in higher order brain regions, while alpha-beta-band synchronization reflects 191 feedback processes, that modulate the feedforward entrainment (Richter et al., 2017) . Within the 192
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predictive coding framework, the same superficial-layer gamma-band synchronization is thought to 193 reflect the computation of prediction errors that are relayed to higher order brain regions, while deep-194 layer beta-band synchronization is thought to reflect the projection of predictions from higher to lower 195 order regions (Bastos et al., 2012) . 196
Note that there is also a feedforward pathway from layer 5 of the lower cortical area, via the pulvinar (a 197 higher order thalamic nucleus) to the higher cortical area (Sherman, 2016) . varying the duration and contrast of visual stimulation, the study disentangled the relation of the BOLD 216 signal to MUA and LFP. This revealed that the BOLD response is better predicted by the LFP than by the 217 MUA rate. It suggests, that the BOLD signal is more closely related to the metabolic consequences of 218 postsynaptic currents, reflected by the LFP, rather than to the number of output spikes. As an example, 219 multi-unit firing rate during sustained visual stimulation often dropped back to baseline after an initial 220 increase, while the strength of both LFP power and the BOLD response remained elevated and followed 221 the duration of visual stimulation, reflecting ongoing processing. 222 Figure 2A shows the respective results from one of these studies (Niessing et al., 2005) . 231 Interestingly, for the delta and theta frequency bands, these authors find a negative relation between 232 LFP power and the BOLD signal: higher LFP power was associated with a lower hemodynamic response. 233
The negative relation between BOLD and low frequency field potential power is also reflected in 234 recordings from the human brain. Several studies involving concurrently recorded EEG and fMRI ( that variability over trials in the alpha, beta and gamma responses correlated with variability in the 252 BOLD signal (Fig. 2B ). In line with previous work in human subjects, alpha-and beta-band variability 253 correlated negatively with the BOLD signal, and in line with previous invasive recordings in animals, 254 gamma-band activity correlated positively with the BOLD signal. Importantly, across-trial variability in 255 gamma power was not correlated to across-trial variabilities in alpha or beta power. This indicates that 256 the neuronal processes underlying on the one hand alpha-and beta-and on the other hand gamma-257 band synchronization contribute to the BOLD signal in independent ways. 258
The finding that alpha-beta and gamma band synchronization reflect distinct neuronal processes, which 259 contribute independently to the BOLD response, corresponds well with their different roles in 260 information processing described in the previous section of this review. In this section, we also discussed 261 how these rhythms are linked to layer-specific interareal anatomical projections. These notions were 262 integrated in an experiment that built on the study described in the last paragraph ( In summary, the works reviewed in this section provide ample evidence that changes in the BOLD signal 281 differentially relate to power changes in electrophysiological measures in different frequency bands. As 282 discussed in the previous section, these different frequencies have been linked to different roles in 283 neuronal communication between regions, which in turn are related to different laminar projections. 284
Largely in line with these roles, alpha, beta and gamma band rhythms were found to relate to the BOLD 285 signal at different cortical depths. Together, these observations indicate that laminar fMRI can 286 potentially complement investigations in the roles these rhythms play in information processing. 287
Applications for laminar fMRI 288 The research with electrophysiological methods presented in this review is primarily focused on the role 289 of rhythms in shaping the flow of information through cortex. A variety of electrophysiological recording 290 techniques, ranging from single micro-electrodes and laminar electrodes measuring LFP and neuronal 291 spiking to large scale ECoG and MEG recordings have been used to study this process. For laminar fMRI 292
to be a valuable tool in this research area, it should provide us with information that cannot easily be 293
obtained by any of these other techniques. For this purpose, it is insightful to organize the properties of 294 electrophysiological recordings and laminar fMRI on three axes (Fig. 3) : The degree of invasiveness (non-295 invasive and invasive), the spatial coverage (area, lobe, hemisphere, brain) and the spatial resolution 296 (neurons, layers, areas). 297
Of the techniques mentioned above, the most direct way to electrophysiologically record neuronal 298 activity in a layer-specific way is the insertion of laminar probes into cortex, i.e. probes with multiple 299 recording contacts that measure LFP and neuronal spiking at multiple sites across the depth of cortex. 300
By measuring with laminar probes simultaneously in more than one brain area, a detailed frequency and 301 layer specific understanding of directed interareal influences can be obtained (Roberts et al., 2013) . This 302 method thus allows for the most fine-grained and direct assessment of the laminar pattern of interareal 303 synchronization. The number of areas that can be measured simultaneously however is currently 304 technically limited. Therefore, it is currently not feasible to characterize interactions in a network of 305 multiple brain areas spanning a large part of the cortex. For such studies, ECoG is better suited to 306 characterize network-wide frequency-specific neuronal interactions problematic when studying interareal laminar connectivity, as discussed in this article in relation to 342 frequency-specific interareal synchronization, and they need to be addressed with diligence. 343
Analysis of regular fMRI can be divided into roughly three methodological approaches: (1) activation 344 studies, that investigate which brain regions relate to specific experimental contrasts, (2) network-345 oriented approaches, that attempt to characterize the connectivity between brain regions in either task 346 or resting state contexts, and (3) (multivariate) decoding approaches, that attempt to decode the 347 stimuli/task conditions from the spatial pattern of the measured fMRI responses. Each of these 348 approaches can also be applied at the laminar level, even though the measurement of laminar fMRI can 349 decoding approach (Muckli et al., 2015) at the laminar level to study cortical functioning have now been 352 published, while network-oriented studies are still under way at the moment. In principle, all three 353 approaches can complement investigations of brain rhythms, and we will further illustrate this below by 354 suggesting potentially fruitful directions for each of these approaches. 355
Gamma and alpha-beta band activity has been linked to interareal feed-forward and feed-back 356 influences, respectively, which are in turn linked to separate layer-specific anatomical projections. 357
Successful independent manipulation of either feed-forward or feed-back influences should result in 358 layer-specific activation patterns, which can be tested by laminar fMRI. This approach has been used in a 359 study that modulated top-down influences by presenting subjects with Kanizsa triangles. Kanizsa 360 triangles are composed of several Pac-Man-like shapes (solid circles with 60 deg wedges cut out, like 83% 361 pie charts), which form an illusory triangle when arranged appropriately (Kok et al., 2016) . The presence 362 of such an illusory triangle can be decoded from V1, suggesting top-down projections from higher order 363 visual regions to V1. These projections were hypothesized to end in infragranular layers of V1, resulting 364 in a stronger BOLD response compared to conditions that did not elicit an illusory triangle. The observed 365
activations matched these predictions. Based on the electrophysiological studies presented above, this 366
deep-layer activity can be expected to be related to deep-layer alpha-beta band activity. Since alpha-367 beta band power negatively correlates with the BOLD signal (Scheeringa et al., 2011a), these results 368 could therefore directly relate to the role these frequencies have in top-down modulation of early 369 sensory cortices. 370
Over the course of the past decade, multivariate decoding techniques on fMRI data gained substantially 371 in popularity (Haxby, 2012; Haynes and Rees, 2006) and have recently also been applied to laminar fMRI 372 data. One study used an occluder to remove feedforward input to a subregion of V1 and to investigate 373 the contextual feedback-related activity (Muckli et al., 2015) . Multivoxel pattern analysis techniques 374 revealed that contextual information was maximal in supragranular layers, compared to a mid-layer 375 maximum for the condition in which the mask was absent. These results suggest that contextual 376 feedback primarily targets superficial layers. How the superficial-layer contextual feedback relates to 377 specific frequencies could potentially be studied by investigating how laminar fMRI decoding relates to 378 frequency-specific interareal influences assessed with MEG or simultaneously recorded EEG. The study 379
by FMRI research studying brain networks can be roughly further divided into studies investigating BOLD 383 signal correlations, also called "functional connectivity", and studies investigating stimulus-or task-384 dependent changes in functional connectivity, also called "effective connectivity" (Friston, 1994) . The 385
investigation of fMRI functional connectivity in the absence of specific stimulation or tasks have 386 revealed several so-called resting state networks. Each of those resting state networks is characterized 387 by relatively strong functional connectivity among its constituent nodes, compared to the functional 388 connectivity with other brain regions. Interestingly, the topographies of these resting state networks are 389 M A N U S C R I P T
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good predictors of co-activation patterns observed during task performance (Smith et al., 2009 MEG resting state measurements have demonstrated that networks with a similar topography as 393 observed in resting state fMRI can best be constructed from spontaneous power fluctuations in the 394 alpha-beta band (Brookes et al., 2011) . As interareal alpha-and beta-band Granger causality are linked 395
to feedback projections and layer-specific anatomical projections, (cortical) resting state network 396 connectivity might reflect primarily feedback projections between anatomically connected brain regions. 397
ECoG recordings in monkeys however indicated that high frequency gamma-band connectivity also plays 398 a role in resting state connectivity . Future resting state fMRI studies with laminar 399 resolution might therefore help us understand how resting state networks form. Resting state networks, 400 whose BOLD signal correlations are mainly driven by infragranular layers would suggest a predominant 401 role of feedback projections, whereas BOLD signal correlations mainly driven by supragranular layers 402 would suggest an important role of feedforward projections (if the respective anatomical projection rule 403 applies, like e.g. among visual areas). It is conceivable that supra-and infra-granular layers of a given 404 area show different spatial patterns of BOLD signal correlation and thereby participate in different 405 resting state networks. 406
An important approach to study connectivity in a task context is dynamic causal modelling (DCM). DCM 407 allows comparing formal models of connected brain regions hypothesized to be relevant for the task. 408
Among several such models, this approach selects the most likely model given the data. specific induced responses) to these different neuronal populations. In its current form, hemodynamics 416
have not been specified at the laminar level. If this were added in future DCMs, this would allow to 417 constrain the model both, by electrophysiological data with spectral and sometimes laminar resolution, 418
and by fMRI data with laminar resolution. 419
As discussed above, high-resolution ECoG in macaques combined with Granger-causality analyses 420 revealed a hierarchy of visual areas based on directed functional interactions, which was highly 421 correlated to the known hierarchy based on anatomical projection patterns (Bastos et al., 2015b) . A very 422 similar functional hierarchy was found in human subjects based on source-level Granger-causality 423 analysis of MEG data (Michalareas et al., 2016) . These results suggest that feedforward projections use 424 gamma to exert their influence, whereas feedback influences use alpha-beta. While those anatomical 425 projections are fixed on behavioral time scales, Granger-causal influences can change dynamically. If 426 future connectivity analyses started to use laminar fMRI, this would allow to study the laminar aspects 427 within these hierarchically ordered networks of brain regions. In this review, we have given an overview of recent developments and theories about the role that 434 neuronal rhythms play in shaping brain function, and how these rhythms are linked to laminar 435 anatomical projection patterns. Since the strength of neuronal rhythms is coupled to the laminar BOLD 436 signal, laminar fMRI has the potential to play an important role in investigating the role neuronal 437 rhythms play in brain function. Although hemodynamic measures provide a metric of neural activity that 438 is slow and indirect, laminar fMRI uniquely provides a non-invasive layer-specific metric with potentially 439 whole brain coverage. By suggesting possible research directions, we hope to alert researchers 440 interested in neuronal rhythms to the opportunities that laminar fMRI offers for their research. 441 and DP. The influence in the V1-to-DP direction is through an anatomical feedforward-type projection 770
and predominates in the theta and gamma bands, indicated by purple and orange backgrounds, 771
respectively. The influence in the DP-to-V1 direction is through an anatomical feedback-type projection 772 and predominates in the beta band, indicated by green background. Figure adapted and invasiveness. EEG/MEG are non-invasive, cover close to the entire brain but are limited in terms of 803 resolution, which is restricted to the level of brain regions. The resolution of ECoG is at the level of 804 macro-columns and can potentially cover up to roughly one hemisphere, but is a highly invasive 805 technique. Like ECoG, micro-electrodes are also invasive, and typically limited to one or a few areas in 806 coverage, but uniquely allow direct measurements of laminar electrophysiological activity. Although 807 fMRI is an indirect measure of neural activity, its resolution allows measurement of laminar activity non-808 invasively, and it can in principle cover the whole brain, if operated at the limits of current technology. 
